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Abstract—Edge computing has emerged as a key technology
to reduce network traffic, improve user experience, and enable
various Internet of Things applications. From the perspective of
a service provider (SP), how to jointly optimize the service place-
ment, sizing, and workload allocation decisions is an important
and challenging problem, which becomes even more complicated
when considering demand uncertainty. To this end, we propose
a novel two-stage adaptive robust optimization framework to
help the SP optimally determine the locations for installing their
service (i.e., placement) and the amount of computing resource to
purchase from each location (i.e., sizing). The service placement
and sizing solution of the proposed model can hedge against any
possible realization within the uncertainty set of traffic demand.
Given the first-stage robust solution, the optimal resource and
workload allocation decisions are computed in the second-stage
after the uncertainty is revealed. To solve the two-stage model,
in this paper, we present an iterative solution by employing
the column-and-constraint generation method that decomposes
the underlying problem into a master problem and a max-min
subproblem associated with the second stage. Extensive numerical
results are shown to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed
two-stage robust optimization model.
Index Terms—Edge computing, service placement, workload
allocation, adaptive robust optimization, demand uncertainty.
I. INTRODUCTION
Edge computing (EC) has been proposed to augment the
traditional cloud computing model to meet the soaring traffic
demand and accommodate diverse requirements of various ser-
vices and systems in future networks, such as embedded artifi-
cial intelligence (AI), 5G wireless systems, virtual/augmented
reality (VR/AR), and tactile Internet [1], [2]. By distributing
storage, computing, control, and networking resources closer
to the network edge, EC offers remarkable advantages and
capabilities, including local data processing and analytics,
localized services, edge caching, edge resource pooling and
sharing, and improved privacy and security [3], [4]. Also, EC
is a key enabler for ultra-reliable low-latency applications.
To enhance user experience and reduce bandwidth usage,
content/application/service providers (e.g., AR/VR companies,
Google, Netflix, Facebook, Uber, Apple, and other OTT
providers) can proactively install their applications, especially
latency-sensitive and/or data-intensive ones such as AR/VR,
cloud gaming, and video analytics, onto selected edge nodes
(EN) in proximity of their users. Therefore, in addition to
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local execution on end-devices and remote processing in
public clouds or their private data centers (DC), the SPs
can offload their tasks to edge servers. Besides SPs, virtual
network operators, vertical industries, enterprises, and other
third parties (e.g., schools, hospitals, malls, sensor networks)
can also outsource their data and computation to EC systems.
Fig. 1 depicts the new network architecture with an EC
layer lying between the cloud and the aggregation layer. In
particular, the aggregation layer consists of numerous Points
of Aggregation (POA), such as base stations (BS) and network
routers/switches, which aggregate data and requests from
users, things, and sensors. In practice, various sources (e.g.,
Telco edge clouds, telecom central offices, servers at BSs, PCs
in research labs, micro DCs in campus buildings, malls, and
enterprises) can act as ENs [1]–[4]. Indeed, an EN can be co-
located with a POA. For example, edge servers can be placed
in cell sites or deployed near routers in enterprise DCs.
Fig. 1: Edge Network Architecture
Typically, a service request first arrives at a POA, then it
will be routed to an EN or the remote cloud for processing.
For instance, with EC, when a user submits a Google Maps
request or an Uber ride request, the request can now be handled
by an EN instead of going all the way to the remote servers
of Google or Uber. Clearly, EC not only can help the SP
drastically improve the service quality but also significantly
lower network bandwidth consumption.
Despite tremendous potential, EC is still in its infancy stage
and many interesting open problems remain to be solved. In
this work, we focus on the optimal edge service placement and
workload allocation from the perspective of a SP (e.g., AR/VR,
Pokmon Go, real-time translation, Uber, Apple Siri, Amazon
Alexa, Google Assistant, Google Maps). Specifically, the SP
needs to serve a large number of users/subscribers located in
different areas. The goal of the provider is to minimize the total
operating cost while maximizing the service quality. Here, we
measure the quality of service (QoS) in terms of network delay.
In order to reduce the delay between the users and com-
puting nodes, the SP can provision the service on various
distributed ENs. Then, each user request can be processed by
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2its closest ENs, which have the service installed. It is easy to
see that placing the service on more ENs can lower the overall
delay, but it also increases the SP’s cost. Specifically, when the
service is available on more ENs, the network delay decreases
because requests in each service area can be routed to the ENs
closer to them. On the other hand, the service placement cost
increases when the service is installed on more ENs. Hence,
there is an inherent trade-off between the operating cost of the
SP and the overall network delay of the requests.
Furthermore, unlike the traditional cloud with virtually infi-
nite capacity, ENs often have limited computational power [1]–
[3]. Additionally, in contrast to a small number of cloud DCs,
there are numerous heterogeneous distributed ENs coming
with different sizes and configurations. The resource prices
of the ENs can also be different due to various factors such as
different hardware specifications, electricity prices, location,
reliability, reputation, and ownership. Thus, some ENs close
to the users may not be chosen because of their higher prices.
As a result, selecting suitable ENs for service placement is a
challenging task due to the heterogeneity of the ENs.
Besides the placement decisions, the SP also needs to decide
the amount of resource to buy from each selected EN. Given
the service placement and sizing decisions, the provider will
then decide how to allocate the traffic demand in different
areas to different ENs to minimize the overall network delay.
To this end, when the traffic demand is known, we formulate
the joint service placement, resource sizing, and workload
allocation problem as a mixed integer linear program (MILP),
which can be solved efficiently by leveraging the state-of-the-
art MILP solvers. The formulated problem aims to minimize
the weighted sum of the operating cost of the SP and the total
network delay of the user requests, while taking into account
practical system design criteria such as resource capacity
limits, budget constraint, and delay preference.
This problem becomes more sophisticated when considering
the demand uncertainty. For example, in practice, the SP
normally solves the deterministic MILP formulation using the
forecast demand to find the optimal resource provisioning
solution (i.e., placement and sizing). However, since the actual
demand is unknown to the SP at the time of making decision,
over-provisioning or under-provisioning may occur frequently,
which is undesirable. Specifically, if the procured resources are
excessive to serve the actual traffic demand most of the time, it
leads to over-provisioning and unnecessarily high provisioning
cost. On the other hand, if the procured resources are not
sufficient to serve the actual demand most of the time, it leads
to under-provisioning and may severely affect the quality of
service (e.g., high latency, dropping requests).
A popular technique to deal with uncertainty is stochastic
optimization, which has been successfully applied to many
engineering problems, including cloud resource provisioning
[5]–[7]. However, the stochastic optimization approach re-
quires to know the probability distribution of uncertain data,
which is often difficult to obtain. Also, to ensure the solution
quality, in stochastic programming, we need to generate a
large set of scenarios based on this probability distribution
and associate each scenario with a certain probability. Hence,
even if the distribution is known, the stochastic model can still
be computationally prohibitive, and even intractable.
Recently, robust optimization (RO) [8] has emerged as an
alternative methodology to handle data uncertainty. Since the
RO approach does not require knowledge of probability distri-
bution of the uncertainty, it can avoid some of the difficulties
arising from the stochastic programming approach. Indeed,
RO has also been applied in the context of cloud resource
management [9]–[11]. Unlike stochastic programming where
uncertainty is captured by a large number of scenarios, uncer-
tainty in RO is described by parametric sets, called uncertainty
sets. Since uncertainty sets can be constructed simply by
using information such as lower bounds and upper bounds of
uncertain parameters (i.e., random variables), it is much easier
to derive than exact probability distributions.
The goal of RO is to find a robust solution that not only
optimizes system performance but can also hedge against any
perturbation in the input data within the uncertainty sets. Thus,
the solution to a RO model tends to be conservative. However,
the conservativeness of robust solutions can be controlled
by adjusting the uncertainty sets whose forms significantly
affect the tractability and computational complexity of a
robust model [8]. Furthermore, while a larger uncertainty set
strengthens the robustness of a solution, it also increases the
conservativeness. In practice, RO models usually scale well
with the increasing dimension of data and are computationally
tractable for large-scale systems. Additionally, uncertainty sets
are often constructed based on the desired level of robustness,
historical data and experience of the decision maker.
In RO models, all decisions are made before the uncertainty
is revealed, which can be overly conservative. To tackle this
issue, adaptive robust optimization (ARO) [12], also known
as two-stage RO [13], has recently been introduced, where
the second-stage problem models recourse decisions after
observing the first-stage decisions and the realization of the
uncertainty. The first-stage decisions are often referred as here-
and-now decisions that cannot be adjusted after the uncertainty
is disclosed, while the second-stage decisions are known as
“wait-and-see” decisions that can be adjusted and adapted to
the actual realization of uncertain data. Thus, ARO is still
robust while less conservative than RO.
In this paper, to address the challenge caused by the demand
uncertainty, we propose a novel two-stage RO model to help
the SP identify optimal ENs for placing the service and optimal
amount of resource procured from each node before knowing
the actual demand. The service placement and sizing are the
first-stage decisions that are robust against any realization of
traffic demand within a predefined uncertainty set. Given the
first-stage solution, the optimal workload allocation decision
is made in the second-stage after the uncertainty is disclosed.
The rationale behind this design is that service placement
and sizing typically happen at a larger time scale (e.g., in the
order of hours or days) to ensure system stability [14] while the
workload allocation decisions can be adjusted in a shorter time
scale (e.g., every few minutes) based on the actual demand.
Furthermore, in practice, the SP may not be able to change the
resource procurement decision frequently in short time scale.
Hence, two-stage RO is a reasonable modeling choice for our
problem. Note that the first-stage decision is robust against
all scenarios, including the worst-case one, contained in the
uncertainty set. If the realized demand is not the worst case,
3the workload allocation can be updated based on the actual
demand in the operation stage.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first two-stage ro-
bust model for the edge service placement and sizing problem.
Our main contributions are summarized below:
• We first introduce a deterministic MILP model for joint
edge service placement, resource procurement, and work-
load allocation, which is then extended to a new two-stage
RO model to deal with demand uncertainty. In particular,
the first-stage decision variables include service place-
ment and resource sizing, while resource allocation and
request scheduling are the second-stage decisions.
• The formulated model is a trilevel optimization problem
that is decomposed into a master problem and a max-min
subproblem. The bilevel subproblem is reformulated into
a single-level problem with complementary constraints,
which is then transformed into an MILP. We develop an
iterative algorithm based on the column and constraint
generation (CCG) method [13] to solve the problem in
a master-subproblem framework, which is guaranteed to
converge in a finite, typically small, number of iterations.
• Finally, extensive numerical results are presented to
demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed ARO model
compared to the deterministic and RO models. We also
perform sensitivity analysis to evaluate the impacts of
different system parameters on the optimal solution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we describe the system model. In Section III, we fist formulate
the deterministic optimization model, which is then extended
to a static robust model and an adaptive robust model. The
CCG-based iterative solution approach is introduced in Section
IV. Simulation results are shown in Section V followed by
discussion of related work in Section VI. Finally, we present
conclusions and future research directions in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Fig. 2: System model
In this paper, we study the service placement and sizing
from the perspective of a SP (e.g., Google Maps, AR/VR).
The SP has subscribers located in different areas, where user
requests in each area are aggregated at an access point (AP).
Without EC, the requests are typically sent to remote servers
for processing. However, with EC, the SP can serve the
requests at ENs closer to the users. We envision the emergence
of an EC market managed by a Telco, a cloud provider (e.g.,
Amazon), or a third-party [3], [4], [15]. Indeed, numerous EC
markets are currently being constructed by big companies and
startups. The SP is assumed to have access to a portal listing
TABLE I: NOTATIONS
Notation Meaning
EN, AP Edge Node, Access Point
M, M Set and number of APs
N , N Set and number of ENs
i, j AP index and EN index
Cj Resource capacity of EN j available for purchase
p0 Price of one computing unit at the cloud
pj Price of one computing unit at EN j
fj Service placement cost at EN j
sj Storage cost at EN j
Dm Delay threshold
di,0 Network delay between AP i and the cloud
di,j Network delay between AP i and EN j
B Budget of the service provider
β Weighting factor, delay cost
w Computing resource demand of one request
λfi Forecast traffic demand at AP i
λi Actual traffic demand at AP i
Cd Total network delay cost
Cc Cloud resource procurement cost
Cpj Service placement cost at EN j
Cej Edge resource procurement cost at EN j
Csj Storage cost at EN j
xi,0 Workload at AP i assigned to the cloud
xi,j Workload at AP i assigned to EN j
y0 Amount of computing resource purchased at the cloud
yj Amount of computing resource purchased at EN j
z0j {0, 1}, 1 if the service is placed at EN j at the beginning
zj Binary variable, 1 if the service is placed at EN j
Γ Uncertainty budget
D Demand uncertainty set
various types of ENs in the market. Based on different factors
such as price and location, the SP will decide where to place
the service and how much resource to buy from each EN.
We consider an EC system that consists of a set N of N
ENs and a set M of M APs. Let i and j be the EN index
and AP index, respectively. Also, denote by Cj the computing
resource capacity of EN j (e.g., number of servers, number of
virtual machines, number of vCPUs, or number of CPU cycles
per second). Define p0 and pj as the price of one computing
unit at the cloud and at EN j, respectively. In practice, the
ENs can be geographically distributed in different locations
that have different electricity prices. Furthermore, the ENs
may come with different sizes, ownership, server types, and
configurations. Thus, the computing resource prices can vary
among the ENs. Similar to the previous literature [3], [4],
[14]–[35], we only consider the network from the APs to the
ENs and the cloud. Let di,0 and di,j be the distance between
AP i and the cloud, and between AP i and AP j, respectively.
The system model is depicted in Fig. 2.
The SP is assumed to be a price-taker and have a budget
B for operating the service at the edge and the cloud. The SP
uses the budget to buy cloud and edge resources to serve the
user requests during a fixed period of time (e.g., 30 minutes,
few hours, or a day), with the goal of minimizing not only the
resource procurement cost but also the total network delay of
the requests. As mentioned in the introduction, to lower the
network delay and reduce the data transmission, the SP can
place the service on different ENs. Let zj be a binary variable
that equals to 1 if the SP decides to place the service onto
EN j and 0 otherwise. Also, let z0j be a binary indicator that
equals to 1 if the service is available at EN j at the beginning.
4If the SP wants to place the service onto EN j that does not
have the service installed at the beginning of the scheduling
horizon, we need to download the software and data of the
service from a remote server or nearby ENs and install it
onto EN j. This will incur a cost fj that can be calculated
as follows. First, denote by F the set of ENs that have the
service at the beginning, i.e., F = {j | z0j = 1}. Let fj,0
be the cost of installing and downloading the service from
the cloud to EN j. Similarly, fj,j′ is the cost of installing
and downloading the service from EN j′ to EN j. Typically,
fj,0 > fj,j′ for all j and j′ because the distance between two
ENs is much shorter than the distance between the cloud and
an EN. We have:
fj = min
{
fj,0, min
j′|j′∈F
fj,j′
}
. (1)
Let sj be the cost of storing the service at EN j. Also, define
y0 and yj as the amount of computing resource purchased from
the cloud and EN j, respectively. The request arrival rate (i.e.,
traffic demand, workload) of the service at AP i is denoted by
λi. Given the set of procured edge and cloud resources, the
SP decides how to optimally divide the workload in different
areas to the ENs and the cloud for processing to minimize the
total network delay. Define xi,0 as the portion of workload
at AP i to be routed to the cloud, and xi,j as the workload
at AP i assigned to EN j. Obviously, the SP prefers to have
the requests processed by an EN closer to them rather than
the remote cloud. To ensure the service quality, the SP may
impose an upper bound Dm on the average network delay. A
lower average delay implies that more requests are processed
at the edge. The main notations are summarized in Table I.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we first present a deterministic formulation
of the service placement, resource procurement, and request
scheduling problem, which is then extended to a two-stage
robust formulation to deal with demand uncertainty.
A. Deterministic Formulation
In the deterministic model, the SP jointly optimizes the
service placement, sizing, and workload allocation decisions
when the traffic demand is assumed to be known exactly.
1) Objective Function: In this paper, we are interested in
minimizing the total cost of the SP as follows:
minimize
x, y, z
C = Cp + Cs + Ce + Cc + Cd, (2)
where Cp is the placement cost, Cs is the storage cost, Ce the
cost of purchasing edge computing resource, Cc is the cloud
resource procurement cost, and Cd is the network delay cost.
Also, we have z =
(
z1, z2, . . . , zN
)
, y =
(
y0, y1, . . . , yN
)
,
x =
{
x0, x1, . . . , xN
}
, x0 =
(
x1,0, x2,0, . . . , xM,0
)
, and xj =(
x1,j , x2,j , . . . , xM,j
)
, ∀j.
As explained in the system model section, the service place-
ment cost Cpj is the total cost of downloading and installing
the service at EN j, which can be expressed as:
Cpj = fj(1− z0j )zj , ∀j. (3)
Clearly, if the service is available at EN j at the beginning
(i.e., z0j = 1), the service placement cost becomes zero. When
the service is placed at EN j but it is not available at the node
at the beginning (i.e., zj = 1 and z0j = 0), Cpj is equal to
fj . Additionally, if the SP decides to run the service at EN j
(zj = 1), the cost of storing the service data at EN j is:
Csj = sjzj , ∀j. (4)
The edge resource procurement cost at EN j is equal to the
amount of purchased resource yj multiplied by the resource
price at the EN, i.e., we have:
Cej = pjyj , ∀j. (5)
Similarly, the cloud resource procurement cost Cc is p0y0. In
addition, the total network delay of all the service requests is:
dtot =
∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j . (6)
Thus, the total network delay cost Cd is βdtot. Overall, the
goal of SP is to minimize the following objective function:
C =
∑
j
fj(1− z0j )zj +
∑
j
sjzj + p0y0 +
∑
j
pjyj (7)
+ β
(∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j
)
.
The SP can vary the delay cost parameter β to control the
tradeoff between the total expenses of the SP and the total
network delay of the requests (i.e., between cost and service
quality). The weight β reflects the SP’s attitude towards the
network delay. Clearly, a larger β indicates that the SP is more
delay-sensitive and willing to spend more to lower the delay.
Note that the delay of each request includes the transmission
delay, propagation delay (network delay), and processing delay
at the cloud or an EN. In this work, we assume that each
request is assigned a fixed amount of computing resource
w and transmission bandwidth. Thus, the processing delay
and the transmission delay (i.e., the request size divided by
the bandwidth) are fixed. Hence, for simplicity, we consider
the network delay only. Additionally, it is straightforward to
consider other costs such as bandwidth cost, which would
discourage sending workload to the cloud, with minor modi-
fications. We are now ready to describe all the constraints of
the underlying optimization problem.
2) Budget Constraint: The total expense should not exceed
the budget of the SP. Thus, we have the following constraint:∑
j
fj(1− z0j )zj +
∑
j
sjzj +
∑
j
pjyj + p0y0 ≤ B. (8)
3) Reliability Constraint: To enhance the service reliability,
the SP may want to place the service on at least a minimum
number of rmin ENs since link/node failures can occur unex-
pectedly. Hence, we can impose:∑
j
zj ≥ rmin. (9)
4) Workload Allocation Constraints: The service requests
arriving at each AP must be allocated to either the remote
cloud or the ENs. Hence, we have:
xi,0 +
∑
j
xi,j = λi, ∀i. (10)
55) Capacity Constraints: The amount of computing re-
source y0 and yj purchased at the cloud and each EN j should
be sufficient to serve the resource demand of all requests
assigned to the cloud and the EN. Also, the SP buys resource
only from the ENs that have the service installed (i.e., zj = 1).
Furthermore, the amount of resource purchased from each EN
j cannot exceed the capacity Cj of the EN. Thus:
w
∑
i
xi,0 ≤ y0 (11)
w
∑
i
xi,j ≤ yj , ∀j (12)
yj ≤ zjCj , ∀j. (13)
6) Delay Constraint: In order to ensure a certain service
quality for their users, the SP may require the average net-
work delay (davg) of the requests does not exceed a certain
maximum delay threshold Dm. The average network delay is:
davg =
∑
i di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j di,jxi,j∑
i λi
(14)
Hence, davg ≤ Dm can be rewritten as:∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j ≤ Dm
∑
i
λi. (15)
7) Constraints on Variables: The service placement indi-
cator zj is a binary variable. Also, the workload allocation x
and resource procurement y must be non-negative. Thus:
xi,0 ≥ 0, ∀i; xi,j ≥ 0, ∀i, j (16)
zj ∈ {0, 1}, ∀j; y0 ≥ 0; yj ≥ 0, ∀j. (17)
Overall, the SP aims to solve the following deterministic
optimization problem:
minimize
x, y, z
C
subject to (7)− (17).
This is an MILP that can be solved efficiently using existing
MILP solvers. Note that our model can be easily extended
to capture other system and design constraints. For instance,
we may consider multiple resource types (e.g., RAM, CPU,
bandwidth) instead of only computing resource. The SP may
be enforced to buy an integer quantity of computing units from
each EN rather than a continuous amount yj , which can be
easily handled using a unary or binary expansion.
B. Uncertainty Modeling
In the deterministic model, the traffic demand is assumed to
be known exactly at the time of making the service placement
and sizing decision. In other words, the SP assumes that the
actual demand is the same as the forecast one, which is then
used as input to the deterministic problem. However, the exact
demand in each area typically cannot be accurately predicted
at the time of making the strategic decision. Thus, how to
properly capture the uncertainties in the decision making
process is a crucial task.
In RO, uncertain parameters are modeled through uncer-
tainty sets, which express an infinite number of scenarios.
A well constructed uncertainty set should be computationally
tractable and balance robustness and conservativeness of the
robust solution [8]. In practice, the polyhedral uncertainty set
is a natural and popular choice for representing uncertainties
in the RO literature [8], [12], [13]. In particular, to construct
a polyhedral uncertainty set, the SP would need to specify
intervals expressing the uncertain demand at every AP, and a
parameter to control the degree of conservativeness.
Define λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λM ) and λf = (λf1, λ
f
2, . . . , λ
f
M ) as
the actual demand vector and the forecast demand vector, re-
spectively. Note that λfi is also called the nominal value of the
uncertain demand λi. Additionally, let λˆ = (λˆ1, λˆ2, . . . , λˆM ),
where λˆi is the maximum demand deviation, which can be
understood as the maximum forecasting error of the uncertain
demand at AP i, ∀i. Thus, [λfi − λˆi, λfi + λˆi] represents the
uncertain demand at AP i. The polyhedral uncertainty set can
be defined as follows:
D(λf , λˆ,Γ) =
{
λi = λ
f
i + giλ¯i, ∀i; gi ∈ [−1, 1], ∀i∑
i
|gi| ≤ Γ
}
, (18)
where Γ is the budget of uncertainty, which can vary in the
continuous interval [0, M]. The form of this uncertainty set
is widely used in the RO literature [8], [12], [13]. This set
contains the lower and upper bounds of the uncertain parame-
ters and the bound of the linear combination of the uncertain
parameters. These information can be extracted by learning
from historical data. Indeed, a more general polyhedron can
also be accommodated by the RO approach.
The actual demand λi can take any value in the range
of [λfi − λˆi, λfi + λˆi]. However, in practice, it is not likely
that all the actual demands are simultaneously close to the
corresponding lower bounds or upper bounds. This observation
is captured by the uncertainty budget Γ. A larger value of Γ
implies a larger uncertainty set and a more robust solution.
However, the solution is also more conservative to protect the
system against a higher degree of uncertainty. Therefore, Γ can
be used to adjust the robustness against the conservative level
of the solution. When Γ = 0, the actual demand is equal to the
forecast demand and a robust model becomes a deterministic
model without considering demand uncertainty. When Γ = M,
we simply consider all possible realizations of the uncertain
demand λi in the interval of [λfi− λˆi, λfi+ λˆi], and D becomes
a box uncertainty set. Hence, the polyhedral uncertainty set is
less conservative compared to the box uncertainty set.
C. Robust Optimization Formulation
In the static (single-stage) robust optimization model, the
service placement, sizing, and workload allocation decisions
are made simultaneously before observing the actual realiza-
tion of the demand. Based on the RO theory [8], the robust
service placement and sizing problem can be formulated as:
min
(x,y,z)∈S(X,Y,Z)
max
λ∈D
∑
j
fj(1− z0j )zj +
∑
j
sjzj + p0y0
+
∑
j
pjyj + β
{∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j
}
(19)
6subject to
xi,0 +
∑
j
xi,j ≥ λi, ∀i, λ ∈ D (20)∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j ≤ Dm
∑
i
λi, λ ∈ D, (21)
where S(X,Y,Z) is the set of constraints on the placement,
sizing, and workload allocation variables. These constraints
are given in the deterministic model. The RO model aims
to minimize the total cost of the SP under the worst-case
demand scenario. Also, all the constraints related to uncertain
parameters should be satisfied for any potential realization of
these parameters within the uncertainty set.
Note that in the deterministic formulation, the workload
allocation constraints (10) can be written as either equalities
or inequalities since inequalities become equalities at the
optimality for the cost minimization objective. Also, equalities
related to uncertainties are meaningless in the RO approach
[8] since the equality constraints cannot be satisfied for every
demand scenario in the uncertainty set. Hence, the workload
allocation constraints is written in form of inequalities as in
(20). Due to space limitation, we do not present the solution
approach here and refer to Appendix B for more details.
D. Two-Stage Adaptive Robust Formulation
Unlike the RO model where all decisions are made simulta-
neously in a single stage, the ARO model includes two stages.
In particular, the service placement and the resource sizing
are the first-stage decision variables. Given the first-stage
decisions, the workload allocation decisions (i.e., operation
decisions) are determined as an optimal solution to the second-
stage problem (i.e., the recourse problem). Note that the first-
stage decisions are made without the knowing the uncertain
parameters while the recourse decisions are made based on
the revealed uncertainties. Define hj = fj(1 − z0j ) + sj , ∀j.
The two-stage adaptive robust model can be formulated as:
min
(y,z)∈S(Y,Z)
{ ∑
j
hjzj +
∑
j
pjyj + p0y0 (22)
+ max
λ∈D
min
x∈F(y,λ)
β
(∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j
)}
,
where:
S(Y,Z) =
{ ∑
j
zj ≥ rmin; yj ≤ zjCj , ∀j, (23)∑
j
hjzj +
∑
j
pjyj + p0y0 ≤ B,
zj ∈ {0, 1}; y0 ≥ 0; yj ≥ 0, ∀j
}
F(y, λ) =
{
x ∈ SX ; xi,0 +
∑
j
xi,j = λi, ∀i, (24)
w
∑
i
xi,0 ≤ y0; w
∑
i
xi,j ≤ yj , ∀j,
∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j ≤ Dm
∑
i
λi
}
SX =
{
xi,0 ≥ 0, ∀i; xi,j ≥ 0, ∀i, j
}
. (25)
Note that S(Y,Z) represents the constraints on the service
placement and sizing variables, and F(y, λ) is the set of
feasible workload allocation solutions for a fixed resource
procurement decision y and demand realization λ. The optimal
workload allocation aims to minimize the total delay cost in
the worst-case scenario of the demands. The two-stage robust
service placement and sizing above is inherently a trilevel
(mix-max-min) optimization model, which is difficult to solve.
IV. SOLUTION APPROACH
In this section, we develop an iterative algorithm based on
the column and constraint generation (CCG) procedure [13] to
solve the formulated two-stage robust service placement and
sizing problem (22). In particular, the developed algorithm is
implemented in a master-subproblem framework that decom-
poses the problem into a master problem and a bilevel max-
min subproblem. The optimal value of the master problem
in each iteration provides a lower bound while the optimal
solution to the subproblem helps us compute an upper bound
of the original two-stage robust problem (22). The algorithm
iteratively solves an updated master problem and an updated
subproblem in each iteration until convergence.
First, it can be shown that the two-stage robust model (22)
can be transformed into an equivalent mixed integer program
built on the collection of extreme points of the uncertainty
set D. It can be explained intuitively as follows. Assume
that the problem (22) as well as the innermost minimization
problem in (22) are feasible. Then, we can rewrite the second-
stage bilevel problem as a max-max problem (i.e., simply a
maximization problem) over λ and the set of dual variables
associated with the constraints of the innermost minimization
problem. Since this maximization problem is optimized over
two disjoint polyhedrons, it always has an optimal solution
combining extreme points of these two polyhedrons [36].
Therefore, the optimal solution to the second-stage problem
always occurs an extreme point of the polyhedron D.
Define K as the number of extreme points of the uncer-
tainty set D. Also, let D = {λ1, λ2, . . . , λK} be the set of
extreme points (i.e., extreme demand scenarios) of D, where
λl = {λl1, λl2, . . . , λlM} is the l-th extreme point. Therefore,
the ARO model (22) is equivalent to:
min
(y,z)∈S(Y,Z)
{ ∑
j
hjzj +
∑
j
pjyj + p0y0 (26)
+ max
λ∈D
min
x∈F(y,λ)
β
(∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j
)}
.
Clearly, this problem can be transformed into the following
equivalent MILP by enumerating all the extreme points in D:
min
η,(y,z)∈S(Y,Z)
∑
j
hjzj +
∑
j
pjyj + p0y0 + η (27)
subject to
η ≥ β
{∑
i
di,0x
l
i,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jx
l
i,j
}
, ∀l ≤ K (28)
xl ∈ F(y, λl), ∀l ≤ K. (29)
7For a large polyhedral uncertainty set as in (18), obtaining
the optimal solution to the reformulated large-scale MILP
above, which needs to enumerates all the possible extreme
demand scenarios, may be not practically feasible. This mo-
tivates the iterative solution based on the CCG method [13].
Specifically, instead of solving the full problem (27)-(29) for
all extreme points in the uncertainty set, we only solve this
problem for a subset of D, which obviously provides a valid
relaxation of this problem and give us a lower bound (LB).
Therefore, we can obtain stronger LBs by gradually adding
non-trivial demand scenarios to the relaxed problem. This is
indeed the core idea behind the CCG method, which expands
a subset of D gradually and add an additional variable xk
in each iteration k. Furthermore, an optimal solution to the
second-stage problem for a fixed (y, z) clearly provides an
upper bound (UB) of the two-stage robust problem (22).
In the following, we first describe the master problem that
is a relaxation of the problem (27)-(29). Then, we elaborate
how to solve the subproblem (i.e., the second-stage problem)
given the first-stage decision. Finally, we present the iterative
algorithm for solving the two-stage robust service placement
and sizing problem in a master-subproblem framework.
A. Master Problem
The master problem (MP) at iteration k is given as:
min
y,z,η
∑
j
hjzj +
∑
j
pjyj + p0y0 + η (30)
subject to
η ≥ β
{∑
i
di,0x
l
i,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jx
l
i,j
}
,∀l ≤ k (31)
xli,0 +
∑
j
xli,j = λ
∗,l
i ,∀l ≤ k (32)
w
∑
i
xli,0 ≤ y0, ∀l ≤ k; w
∑
i
xli,j ≤ yj ,∀j,∀l ≤ k (33)∑
i
di,0x
l
i,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jx
l
i,j ≤ Dm
∑
i
λ∗,li ,∀l ≤ k (34)
xli,0 ≥ 0, xli,j ≥ 0,∀l ≤ k; (y, z) ∈ S(Y,Z); η ∈ R, (35)
where {λ∗,1, λ∗,2, . . . , λ∗,k} is the set of optimal solutions
to the subproblem in all previous iterations up to iteration
k. Also, λ∗,l = {λ∗,l1 , λ∗,l2 , . . . , λ∗,lM },∀l. The optimal solu-
tion to this master problem includes the optimal placement
(z∗,k+1j ,∀j), sizing (y∗,k+10 , y∗,k+1j ,∀j), delay cost (η∗,k+1),
and workload allocation x∗,l,∀l ≤ k. Then, the optimal sizing
decisions y∗,k+10 and y
∗,k+1
j ,∀j will serve as input to the
subproblem in Section IV-B. Indeed, the master problem at
iteration k corresponds to k extreme points of the uncertainty
set D. Therefore, because each MP contains only a subset of
constraints of the original two-stage RO formulation (27)-(29),
the optimal solution to an MP provides a LB of the original
problem. We also achieve a stronger LB in every iteration since
each new iteration adds more constraints to the MP. Thus:
LB =
∑
j
hjz
∗,k+1
j +
∑
j
pjy
∗,k+1
j + p0y
∗,k+1
0 + η
∗,k+1. (36)
B. Reformulation of the Subproblem
The max-min subproblem is indeed a bilevel optimization
problem, which is difficult to solve. To this end, we show how
to reformulate the subproblem as a MILP problem that can be
solved globaly using MILP solvers. Specifically, given y, the
subproblem (SP) is:
Q(y) = max
λ∈D
min
x∈F(y,λ)
β
{∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j
}
(37)
From (24), the inner minimization problem can be written as:
min
x
β
{∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j
}
(38)
subject to
w
∑
i
xi,0 ≤ y0, (pi0) (39)
w
∑
i
xi,j ≤ yj , ∀j (pij) (40)∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j ≤ Dm
∑
i
λi, (µ) (41)
xi,0 +
∑
j
xi,j = λi, ∀i, (σi) (42)
xi,0 ≥ 0, ∀i (ξi,0) (43)
xi,j ≥ 0, ∀i, j, (ξi,j) (44)
where pi0, pij , µ, σi, ξi,0, ξi,j are the dual variables associated
with constraints (39)-(44), respectively. Also, y are the optimal
sizing solution to the latest MP, i.e., at iteration k, we have
y0 = y
∗,k+1
0 and yj = y
∗,k+1
j ,∀j.
Based on the KarushKuhnTucker (KKT) conditions [45],
we can infer that given (y, λ), the optimal solution x to the
innermost problem (38)-(44) is any of the feasible solutions to
the set of constraints (46)-(51). Please refer to Appendix C for
more details. Hence, the SP (37) is equivalent to the following
problem with complementary constraints:
max
x,λ,pi0,pij ,µ,σi
β
{∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j
}
(45)
subject to
0 ≤ βdi,0 + wpi0 + µdi,0 − σi ⊥ xi,0 ≥ 0, ∀i (46)
0 ≤ βdi,j + wpij + µdi,j − σi ⊥ xi,j ≥ 0, ∀i, j (47)
0 ≤ (y0 − w∑
i
xi,0
) ⊥ pi0 ≥ 0 (48)
0 ≤ (yj − w∑
i
xi,j
) ⊥ pij ≥ 0, ∀j (49)
0 ≤ (Dm∑
i
λi −
∑
i
di,0xi,0 −
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j
)
(50)
⊥ µ ≥ 0
xi,0 +
∑
j
xi,j = λi, ∀i (51)
λi = λ
f
i + giλˆi, ∀i;
∑
i
ti ≤ Γ; ti ≤ 1, ∀i (52)
−ti + gi ≤ 0, ∀i; ti + gi ≥ 0, ∀i, (53)
8where the last two constraints represent the uncertainty set D.
Note that a complimentary constraint 0 ≤ x⊥pi ≥ 0 means
x ≥ 0, pi ≥ and x.pi = 0. Thus, it is a nonlinear constraint.
Fortunately, this nonlinear complimentary constraint can be
transformed into equivalent exact linear constraints by using
the Fortuny-Amat transformation [46]. Specifically, the com-
plementarity condition 0 ≤ x⊥pi ≥ 0 is equivalent to the
following set of mixed-integer linear constraints:
x ≥ 0; x ≤ (1− u)M (54)
pi ≥ 0; pi ≤ uM, u ∈ {0; 1},
where M is a sufficiently large constant. By applying this
transformation to all the complementary constraints (46)-(50),
we obtain an MILP that is equivalent to the subproblem (37).
The explicit form of this MILP is given in Appendix D. Thus,
the subproblem can be solved using an MILP solver.
Denote by (λ∗,k+1, x∗,k+1) the optimal solution to the SP at
iteration k. The solution to each SP helps us determine an UB
to the original two-stage RO problem. Specifically, we have:
UB = min
{
UB, UBk+1
}
, (55)
UBk+1 =
∑
j
hjz
∗,k+1
j +
∑
j
pjy
∗,k+1
j + p0y
∗,k+1
0 (56)
+β
(∑
i
di,0x
∗,k+1
i,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jx
∗,k+1
i,j
)
.
Also, λ∗,k+1 is used as input to the MP in the next iteration.
C. Algorithm
Based on the description of the master problem and the sub-
problem, we are now ready to present the CCG-based iterative
algorithm for solving the formulated two-stage robust service
placement and sizing problem (22) as shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 TWO-STAGE ADAPTIVE ROBUST ALGORITHM
1: Initialization: set k = 1, LB = −∞, and UB = +∞.
2: repeat
3: Solve the following MP.
min
η,(y,z)∈S(Y,Z)
∑
j
hjzj +
∑
j
pjyj + p0y0 + η (57)
subject to xl ∈ F(y, λl), ∀l ≤ k
η ≥ β
{∑
i
di,0x
l
i,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jx
l
i,j
}
, ∀l ≤ k.
Obtain an optimal solution
(
η∗,k+1, z∗,k+1, y∗,k+1,
x∗,1, . . . , x∗,k
)
and update LB according to (36).
4: Solve SP (37) with y = y∗,k+1 to obtain the worst-case
demand λ∗,k+1 given y and update UB following (55).
5: Update λk+1 = λ∗,k+1, and k := k + 1.
6: until UB−LBUB ≤ 
7: Output: optimal placement and sizing decisions (z∗, y∗).
Different from [13], we consider the extreme scenario with
the maximum total demand in the first iteration. In particular,
without loss of generality, let λ1 be the extreme demand
scenario in D with the maximum total demand. Specifically,
λ1 = {λ11, . . . , λ1M} can be computed as an optimal solution
to the following optimization problem:
max
g,λ
∑
i
λi
s.t. λi = λfi + giλˆi,∀i;−1 ≤ gi ≤ 1,∀i;
∑
i
|gi| ≤ Γ.
Indeed, λ1 can be found analytically by sorting the demand
deviations λˆi in descending order and set gi associated with the
bΓc largest demand deviations to be 1 and gi of the next largest
λˆi to be Γ−bΓc. Note that the ARO model (22) is equivalent
to the problem (27)-(29) whose constraints enumerate over all
extreme points of D, including λ1. By considering λ1 in the
first iteration, we have y0 +
∑
j yj ≥ w
∑
i
(
x1i,0 +
∑
j x
1
i,j
)
=
w
∑
i λ
1
i . Hence, y0 +
∑
j yj ≥ w
∑
i λ
l
i,∀l ≤ K. As a result,
the total resource purchased from the cloud and the ENs is
always sufficient to serve every realization of the demand.
Since new constraints related to λk are added to the MP (57)
at every iteration k, the LB is improved (weakly-increasing) at
every iteration. Also, by definition as in (55), the UB is non-
increasing. Furthermore, as explained before, the worst-case
demand in Step 4 is always an extreme point of the polyhedral
uncertainty set D. The set D of extreme points is a finite
set with K elements. Hence, we can prove that Algorithm 1
converges to the optimal value of the original two-stage robust
problem (22) in O(K) iterations.
Indeed, this can be shown by contradiction that any repeated
λ∗ implies LB = UB. Specifically, assume (z∗, y∗, η∗) is the
optimal solution to MP (57), (λ∗, x∗) is the optimal solution to
the SP in iteration k, and λ∗ appears in a previous iteration.
From step 4 of Algorithm 1, we have: UB ≤ ∑j hjz∗j +∑
j pjy
∗
j + p0y
∗
0 + β
(∑
i di,0x
∗
i,0 +
∑
i,j di,jx
∗
i,j
)
= RHS.
Now, since λ∗ appears in a previous iteration, the MP in
iteration k + 1 is identical to the MP in iteration k. Hence,
(z∗, y∗, η∗) is also the optimal solution to the MP in iteration
k + 1. We have: LB ≥ ∑j hjz∗j + ∑j pjy∗j + p0y∗0 + η∗.
Since the extreme scenario λ∗ has already been identified
and related constraints are added to the MP before iteration
k, we have: η∗ ≥ β
(∑
i di,0x
∗
i,0 +
∑
i,j di,jx
∗
i,j
)
. Thus,
LB ≥ RHS ≥ UB, which implies LB = UB. As a
result, Algorithm 1 converges in a finite number of iterations.
Typically, the algorithm converges within a few iterations as
shown in the numerical results.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Simulation Setting
Since EC is still in its early stage and we are not aware
of any public data for edge network topologies, similar to
previous works [17], [39], we adopt the Barabasi-Albert model
[41] to generate random a scale-free edge network topology
with 100 nodes and the attachment rate of 2 [17]. Also, link
delays are randomly generated in between 2 ms and 5 ms
[42]. The network transmission delay between any two APs
is the delay of the shortest path between them. Based on the
generated topology, 80 nodes are chosen as APs and 20 nodes
are chosen as ENs. The delay between each AP and the remote
cloud is set to be 80 ms. Additionally, the forecast traffic
9arrival rate (i.e., demand) at each AP is randomly drawn from
1000 to 4000 requests per time unit [42], and the resource
demand w of each service request is set to be 1 MHz [43].
Each EN is chosen randomly from the set of Amazon EC2
M5 instances [44]. Using the hourly price of a general purpose
m5d.xlarge Amazon EC2 instance [44] as a reference, the
resource price ($ per vCPU per time unit) at the cloud is
set to be 0.03 while the resource prices at the ENs are ran-
domly generated from 0.04 to 0.06. Additionally, the service
placement costs (fj) and storage costs (sj) at the ENs are
randomly generated in the ranges of [0.2, 0.25] and [0.1, 0.12],
respectively. The budget of the SP is set to be 100. We also
assume that the service is not available on any EN at the
beginning (i.e., z0j = 0,∀j).
For the sake of clarity in the figures and analysis, in the
base case, we consider a small system with 20 APs and 5
ENs (i.e., M = 20, N = 5), which are selected randomly from
the corresponding original sets of 80 APs and 20 ENs. Note
that we also study the impacts of varying the number of APs
and ENs later. In the base case, the maximum average delay
Dm is set to be 30 ms, and the minimum number of edge
servers rmin is 2. Let αi be the ratio between the maximum
demand deviation λˆi and the forecast demand λfi. Also, define
β0 = β
∑
i λ
f
i. In the base case, we set αi = α = 0.3, ∀i, the
uncertainty budget Γ = 10, and the delay penalty parameter
β0 = 0.01. This default setting is used in most of the
simulations unless mentioned otherwise. We implement all the
algorithms in Matlab environment using CVX1 and Gurobi2.
B. Performance Evaluation
(a) Cost (b) Payment
Fig. 3: Comparison between RO and ARO
1) Comparison between RO, ARO, and deterministic mod-
els: First, we compare the performance of the traditional
RO approach and the ARO approach to verify that the ARO
solution is less conservative than the RO solution. Specifically,
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) present the costs and payments, respec-
tively, in the RO and ARO schemes under different values of
the delay penalty β0. The payment is the total money spent for
placing the service and buying resource, while the total cost is
the value of the objective function that equals to the sum of the
payment and the total network delay cost. As we can observe,
the total cost as well as the payment produced by ARO is less
than those of RO. Hence, these results indicate that the ARO
solution is less conservative than the RO solution.
In addition, the total cost increases as the delay penalty
cost increases (i.e., the SP is more delay-sensitive and willing
1http://cvxr.com/cvx/
2https://www.gurobi.com/
to pay more to reduce the delay). Note that α is the ratio
between the maximum demand deviation and the forecast
demand, which can be understood as the maximum forecast
error (e.g., α = 0.2 implies an error of 20% of the forecast
value). It can be seen that the costs and payments in the robust
approaches increase as the forecast error α increases.
When α = 0 (i.e., no uncertainty), the ARO and RO models
become deterministic, and the robust solutions are the same
as the deterministic solution. The cost and payment in the
deterministic model (i.e., α = 0) are lower than those in the
robust models because the deterministic model assumes that
the SP has perfect knowledge of the demand.
(a) Demand Scale = 1 (b) Demand Scale = 2
Fig. 4: Resource procurement comparison
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show the amount of resources procured
from the ENs and the cloud (i.e., EN 0) in the deterministic
scheme, RO scheme, and ARO scheme for a specific problem
instance. The demand in each figure is equal to the demand in
the base case multiplied by the demand scale factor. Clearly,
in the deterministic model, the SP buys the lowest amount of
resources since the demand is assumed to be exactly known.
It can also be observed that the amount of procured resources
in the ARO model is less than that in the RO model.
2) Comparison between RO, ARO, and deterministic ap-
proaches in the operation stage: It is worth emphasizing that
the main goals of the RO, ARO, and deterministic models
presented throughout the paper are to identify the placement
and sizing decisions before knowing the actual demand. The
robust approaches aim to hedge against any realization of the
demand (i.e., robust against worst-case scenarios), while the
deterministic approach uses the forecast demand to determine
the optimal placement and sizing solution. However, the
actual demand does not necessarily coincide with either the
forecast demand or the worse-case demand scenario. Thus, it
is important to evaluate the performance of these approaches
in the actual operation stage when the demand is disclosed.
Indeed, the cost in the deterministic model should be ac-
quired by solving it based initially on the forecast demand and
then re-evaluating it under demand uncertainty. Specifically,
we first solve the deterministic model using the forecast de-
mand to obtain the optimal decision (y∗, z∗). When the actual
demand is revealed, the SP then solves the workload allocation
problem using y∗ as an input. Since y∗ may not be sufficient
to serve the actual demand, we allow dropping requests in the
operation stage at a penalty cost vp per percentage of unserved
requests (see Appendix A for more details).
Thus, the actual cost of the deterministic model is the sum of
the service placement and resource procurement costs before
knowing the demand (i.e., first-stage cost) and the actual delay
cost in the operation stage (i.e., second-stage cost). We apply
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similar procedures to the robust approaches since the actual
demand is rarely the same as the worst-case demand scenario.
In particular, the service placement and resource procurement
costs are the costs in the first-stage before the demand is
revealed. Given these decisions, the delay cost in the second-
stage is re-computed when the actual demand is disclosed.
(a) Average (b) Worst-case
Fig. 5: Cost comparison under actual demand
We now compare the performance of the deterministic and
robust approaches in terms of average cost and worst-case
cost. First, we generate 100 demand scenarios within the
uncertainty set. The average cost is the sum of the second-stage
cost, which is averaged over 100 scenarios, and the first-stage
provisioning cost. For the worst-case cost, the second-stage
cost is the cost in the worst-case demand scenario (i.e., the
scenario giving the maximum second-stage cost).
Fig. 6: Robust cost and actual cost
The average cost and the worst-case cost comparisons
among these approaches are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b),
respectively. Here, we set vp = 40 (e.g., the penalty will be 0.4
if 1% of requests are unserved). Since the deterministic method
does not consider demand uncertainty, its cost is significantly
higher than those of the robust schemes, especially in the
worst-case scenario. Also, because the realized demand in the
operation stage is usually not the worst-case demand scenario,
the actual costs of the robust solutions are considerably lower
than the optimal values of the objective functions (19) and
(22) in the robust models, as can be seen in Fig. 6. This figure
further confirms that ARO is less conservative than RO.
(a) Varying α and Γ (b) Varying β0 and Γ
Fig. 7: Impact of the uncertainty set on system performance
(a) M = 20 , varying N and Γ (b) N = 20, varying M and Γ
Fig. 8: Impact of M and N on system performance
(a) α = 0.6, β0 = 0.01 (b) α = 0.3, β0 = 0.1
Fig. 9: Convergence property
3) Sensitivity Analysis: We now study the impacts of dif-
ferent design parameters on the system performance. First, by
definition, the uncertainty set is characterized by the maximum
forecast error α and the uncertainty budget Γ. Figs. 7(a) and
7(b) show the impact of the uncertainty set on the optimal so-
lution. As expected, the total cost increases as the uncertainty
set D enlarges (i.e., α increases and/or Γ increases). Note that
the maximum value of Γ is 20 since we have 20 APs in the
base case. Also, Fig. 7(b) suggests that the SP can lower the
total cost by reducing the delay penalty parameter β0.
Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) illustrate the impact of number of ENs
and number of APs, respectively, on the system performance.
It is easy to see that when there are more ENs, the SP has more
options to buy edge resources and allocate workload to closer
ENs. Hence, the total cost of the SP decreases as N increases.
Similarly, the total cost increases when there are more APs due
to increasing total workload. Finally, the convergence property
of the proposed algorithm is presented in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b)
for certain problem instances. It can be seen that the algorithm
converges very quickly towards the optimal solutions. Indeed,
we conducted extensive numerical experiments which show
that the algorithm typically converges in a few iterations (even
just one or two iterations in some cases).
VI. RELATED WORK
Various aspects of EC have been studied over the last few
years. A majority of the previous work has focused on the joint
allocation of communication and computational resources for
task offloading in wireless networks [37]. In [38], Stackelberg
game and matching theory are combined to tackle the fog
resource allocation problem. Reference [15] presents a primal-
dual method for online matching edge resources to different
service providers to maximize system efficiency. A cloudlet
load balancing problem is formulated in [39] to minimize the
maximum response time of offloaded tasks. R. Deng et al. [40]
propose a novel workload allocation model in a hybrid cloud-
fog system to minimize energy cost under latency constraints.
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In [3], [4], a market equilibrium approach is employed to fairly
and efficiently allocate edge resources to competing services.
A growing literature has focused on the optimal placement
and activation of ENs. In [16], the authors jointly optimize
cloudlet placement and workload allocation to minimize the
average network delay between mobile users and the cloudlets
by placing a given number of cloudlets to some strategic
locations. This model is extended in [17] to capture both
network delay and computing delay at the cloudlets using
queuing models. In [18], L. Ma et al. formulate a cloudlet
placement and resource allocation problem, with the goal of
minimizing the number of cloudlets while respecting the ac-
cess delay requirements of users. The service entity placement
problem for social virtual reality applications is examined in
[19] to minimize the total system cost, including the cloudlet
activation cost, the placement cost, the proximity cost, and the
colocation cost, for deploying these applications at the edge.
A ranking-based near optimal algorithm is presented in
[20] for efficiently deploying cloudlets among numerous APs
in an IoT network. Reference [21] aims to minimize the
overall energy consumption subject to delay constraints by
intelligently placing cloudlets on the network and allocating
tasks to cloudlets and the public cloud. In [22], A. Ceselli et
al. introduce a mobile edge cloud network planning framework
that simultaneously considers cloudlet placement, assignment
of APs to cloudlets, and traffic routing from and to the
cloudlets, with the goal of minimizing the total installation
costs of all network nodes. A MINLP formulation is proposed
in [23] to determine optimal locations for cloudlet placement
with minimum installation cost considering the capacity and
latency constraints. Reference [24] presents a multi-objective
optimization framework to minimize the service delay and
the cloud’s load by simultaneously identifying the optimal
location, capacity, and number of ENs, as well as the optimal
links between the ENs and the cloud.
Recently, service placement in EC has attracted a lot of
attention in the literature. In [25], a unified service placement
and request dispatching framework is proposed to optimize the
tradeoffs between the average latency of users’ requests and
the cost of service providers. In [26], the authors present an
application image placement and task scheduling problem in
a fog network with dedicated storage and computing servers
to minimize the makespan. A constant-factor approximation
algorithm is introduced in [28] to find a feasible service
placement that maximizes the total user utility considering the
heterogeneity of ENs and user locations. In [27], R. Yu et. al.
consider an IoT application provisioning problem that jointly
optimizes application placement and data routing to support
all data streams with both bandwidth and delay guarantees.
In [29], a joint application placement and workload allo-
cation scheme is presented to minimize the response time
of IoT application requests. The work [30] introduces a fog
service provisioning framework that dynamically deploys and
releases applications on fog nodes to satisfy low latency and
QoS requirements of the applications while minimizing the
total system cost. Joint optimization of access point selection
and service placement is addressed in [31] to enhance user
QoS by balancing the access delay, communication delay,
and switching delay. In [33], the authors jointly optimize
service placement and request routing in MEC-enabled multi-
cell networks to reduce the load of the centralized cloud con-
sidering the limited storage capacities of ENs and asymmetric
bandwidth requirements of the services. In [14], a two-time-
scale optimization framework is proposed to optimize service
placement and request scheduling under multi-dimensional
resource and budget constraints, in which request scheduling
occurs at a smaller time scale and service placement occurs
at a larger scale to reduce system instability.
The resource allocation and provisioning problem under
uncertainty in cloud/edge computing has also been studied
in recent literature. In [34], T. Ouyang el. al. formulate the
dynamic service placement problem as a contextual multi-
armed bandit problem and propose a Thompson-sampling
based online learning algorithm to assist users to select an
EN for offloading considering the tradeoff between latency and
service migration cost. In the same line of research, due to the
unknown benefit of placing edge service in a specific site, a
combinatorial contextual bandit learning problem is presented
in [35] to help an application provider decide the optimal set
of ENs to host its service under the budget constraint.
In [5], [6], the authors employ the scenario-based stochas-
tic programming approach to tackle different cloud resource
provisioning problems that aims to minimize the total re-
source provisioning cost. Similarly, reference [7] formulates
an energy-aware edge service placement as a multi-stage
stochastic program with the objective of maximizing the QoS
of the system under the limited energy budget of edge servers.
In [9], [10], the authors propose different robust cloud resource
provisioning formulations using the standard RO method.
Also, RO is utilized in [11] to jointly optimize radio and virtual
machine resources in mobile edge computing.
Different from the existing work, we propose a new two-
stage RO model for joint optimization of service placement,
sizing, and workload allocation from the perspective of a SP.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we introduced a novel two-stage RO model
to help a SP decide an optimal service placement and sizing
solution that can hedge against all possible realizations of the
uncertain traffic demand within an uncertainty set. Given the
placement and sizing decision in the first-stage, the workload
allocation decisions are made in the second-stage after the
uncertainty is revealed. The proposed robust model enables
the SP to balance the tradeoff between the total operating
cost and the service quality while taking demand uncertainty
into account. Extensive numerical results were presented to
demonstrate the advantages of the proposed scheme, which
is less conservative compared to the RO approach and more
robust compared to the deterministic approach.
There are several interesting directions for future work.
First, we would like to study more efficient methods to speed
up the computation of both the master problem and the
subproblem. Second, instead of polyhedral sets, we would like
to explore techniques to tackle more sophisticated and/or data-
driven uncertainty sets (e.g., one that can better capture the
highly dynamical and correlated uncertainty parameters). We
also plan to extend the proposed model to the network slicing
problem where a network operator optimizes the planning and
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operation of their edge network to serve multiple services with
uncertain demand and different characteristics. Finally, we are
interested in studying the impact of the placement and sizing
decisions of the SP on the resource prices when there are
multiple SPs in the system.
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APPENDIX
A. Deterministic Formulation
The deterministic formulation of the service placement and
sizing problem is the following MILP problem:
min
x,y,z
∑
j
fj(1− z0j )zj +
∑
j
sjzj + p0y0 +
∑
j
pjyj
+β
{∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j
}
(58)
subject to
∑
j
zj ≥ rmin (59)
yj ≤ zjCj , ∀j (60)∑
j
fj(1− z0j )zj +
∑
j
sjzj + p0y0 +
∑
j
pjyj ≤ B (61)
w
∑
i
xi,0 ≤ y0 (62)
w
∑
i
xi,j ≤ yj , ∀j (63)
xi,0 +
∑
j
xi,j = λi, ∀i (64)
davg =
∑
i di,0xi,0 +
∑
i
∑
j di,jxi,j∑
i λ
f
i
(65)
davg ≤ Dm (66)
zj ∈ {0, 1}; y0 ≥ 0; yj ≥ 0, ∀j (67)
xi,0 ≥ 0, ∀i; xi,j ≥ 0, ∀i, j. (68)
In the deterministic algorithm in the simulation section, the
SP first solves this deterministic problem, using the forecast
demand λf , to obtain the optimal values of z and y (i.e., the
amount of resource that the SP buy from the cloud and the
ENs). Note that the SP can decide the optimal workload allo-
cation (i.e., x) after observing the actual workload. However,
the SP does not know the actual demand when making the
resource procurement decision. Thus, the procured resources
may not be able to serve the actual demand when the actual
demand is much higher than the forecast value, which makes
the workload allocation problem become infeasible.
Therefore, we define xDi as the number of requests at AP
i that are unserved (i.e., dropped requests) in the operation
stage. Let xD = {xD1 , xD2 , . . . , xDM}. Also, denote by vp the
penalty for unserved requests. Let Drop be the ratio between
the total number of unserved requests and the total number of
requests, i.e., Drop =
∑
i x
D
i∑
i λi
, where λi is the actual workload
arriving at AP i in the operation stage. Given the realization
of demand λ = {λ1, λ2, . . . , λM}, the SP solves the following
problem to determine the optimal workload allocation:
min
x,xD
β
{∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j
}
+ vp
∑
i x
D
i∑
i λi
(69)
subject to
w
∑
i
xi,0 ≤ y0 (70)
w
∑
i
xi,j ≤ yj , ∀j, (71)
xi,0 + x
D
i +
∑
j
xi,j = λi, ∀i, (72)∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j ≤ Dm
∑
i
(
xi,0 +
∑
j
xi,j
)
(73)
zj ∈ {0, 1}; y0 ≥ 0; yj ≥ 0, ∀j (74)
xi,0, x
D
i ≥ 0, ∀i; xi,j ≥ 0, ∀i, j, (75)
where y is the optimal solution to the problem (58)-(68). Note
that the maximum average delay constraint (73) is enforced for
served requests only.
For the performance evaluation section in the paper, we
compare the performance of the RO, ARO and the determinis-
tic approaches. For example, similar to the procedures above,
in the ARO approach, the SP first obtains the optimal value
of yARO by solving the two-stage RO problem (22) and use
it as input to the problem (69)-(75) to determine the optimal
workload allocation decision with each realization of the actual
workload. Note that for sufficiently large values of the penalty
parameter vp, the optimal xDi in this ARO approach is equal
to zero for every i (i.e., no dropped requests) since yARO is
robust against any demand realization in the uncertainty set.
B. Robust Optimization Formulation
In the static robust service placement and sizing prob-
lem, the placement, sizing, and workload allocation decisions
are made simultaneously before knowing the actual demand.
Based on the RO theory [8], the robust service placement and
sizing problem can be expressed as follows:
min
(x,y,z)∈S(X,Y,Z)
max
λ∈D
∑
j
fj(1− z0j )zj +
∑
j
sjzj + p0y0
+
∑
j
pjyj + β
{∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j
}
(76)
subject to
xi,0 +
∑
j
xi,j ≥ λi, ∀i, λ ∈ D (77)∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i
∑
j
di,jxi,j ≤ Dm
∑
i
λi, λ ∈ D, (78)
where
D(λf , λˆ,Γ) =
{
λi = λ
f
i + giλˆi, ∀i; gi ∈ [−1, 1],∀i∑
i
|gi| ≤ Γ
}
, (79)
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S(X,Y,Z) =
{ ∑
j
zj ≥ rmin, (80)∑
j
hjzj + p0y0 +
∑
j
pjyj ≤ B,
yj ≤ zjCj , ∀j,
w
∑
i
xi,j ≤ yj , ∀j,
w
∑
i
xi,0 ≤ y0
zj ∈ {0, 1}; y0 ≥ 0; yj ≥ 0, ∀j
xi,0 ≥ 0, ∀i; xi,j ≥ 0, ∀i, j
}
Note that in the deterministic formulation, both equality and
inequality constraints will produce the same result since equal-
ity happens at the optimality for cost minimization objective.
Furthermore, equality constraint related to uncertainty is mean-
ingless in the RO approach [8]. Thus, we write the workload
balance constraints in form of inequality constraints as in (77).
Since the objective function (76) does not contain uncertainty
parameters, we can alternatively write the robust problem as:
min
(x,y,z)∈S(X,Y,Z)
∑
j
fj(1− z0j )zj +
∑
j
sjzj + p0y0
+
∑
j
pjyj + β
{∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j
}
(81)
subject to
xi,0 +
∑
j
xi,j ≥ max
λ∈D
λi (82)∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j ≤ Dmmin
λ∈D
∑
i
λi. (83)
Consider constraint (83). First, observe that min
λ∈D
∑
i λi can
be expressed as:
min
g
∑
i
(
λfi + giλˆi
)
(84)
subject to ∑
i
|gi| ≤ Γ; |gi| ≤ 1, ∀i. (85)
The problem (84)-(85) above is equivalent to:
min
g, t
∑
i
giλˆi (86)
subject to ∑
i
ti ≤ Γ, (u) (87)
−ti + gi ≤ 0, ∀i (vi) (88)
−ti − gi ≤ 0, ∀i (γi) (89)
gi ≤ 1, ∀i (µi) (90)
−gi ≤ 1, ∀i (σi) (91)
where u, v, γ, µ, σ are the dual variables associated with the
constraints. This is a linear program. Based on duality in linear
programming, the dual linear program of this problem is:
max
u,v,γ,µ,σ
− uΓ−
∑
i
µi −
∑
i
σi (92)
subject to
vi − γi + µi − σi ≤ −λˆi, ∀i (93)
u− vi − γi ≥ 0, ∀i (94)
u ≥ 0; vi ≥ 0, γi ≥ 0, µi ≥ 0, σi ≥ 0,∀i. (95)
Additionally, we have:
xi,0 +
∑
j
xi,j ≥ max
λ∈D
λi = max
λ∈D
(
λfi + giλˆi
)
. (96)
In the set D, we have ∑i 1.|gi| ≤ Γ and −1 ≤ gi ≤ 1. Hence,
max
λ∈D
gi = min
{
1, Γ1
}
. Consequently, (96) is equivalent to:
xi,0 +
∑
j
xi,j ≥ λfi + min
{
1,Γ
}
λˆi. (97)
Finally, the static (single-stage) robust service placement
and workload allocation problem can be written as follows:
min
(x,y,z)∈S(X,Y,Z)
∑
j
fj(1− z0j )zj +
∑
j
sjzj + p0y0 (98)
+
∑
j
pjyj + β
{∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j
}
subject to
xi,0 +
∑
j
xi,j ≥ λfi + min
{
1,Γ
}
λˆi (99)∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j (100)
≤ Dm
∑
i
λfi −Dm
(
uΓ +
∑
i
µi +
∑
i
σi
)
uΓ +
∑
i
µi +
∑
i
σi = −
∑
i
giλˆi (101)∑
i
ti ≤ Γ (102)
−ti + gi ≤ 0, ∀i (103)
−ti − gi ≤ 0, ∀i (104)
gi ≤ 1, ∀i (105)
−gi ≤ 1, ∀i (106)
vi − γi + µi − σi ≤ −λˆi, ∀i (107)
u− vi − γi ≥ 0, ∀i (108)
u ≥ 0; vi ≥ 0; γi ≥ 0; µi ≥ 0; σi ≥ 0,∀i. (109)
This is an MILP problem, which can be efficiently solved
using solvers such as Gurobi. Note that the maximum operator
in the average delay constraint (100) is removed because at the
optimum (i.e., minimum) of the robust problem (98)-(109), the
last term in the right hand side of (100) should be maximized
so that the feasibility set is largest.
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C. The KKT Conditions
The Lagrangian function of the inner minimization problem
(38)-(44) in the subproblem SP is:
L(x, pi0, pij , µ, σi, ξi,0, ξi,j) = −
∑
i,j
ξi,jxi,j −
∑
i
xi,0ξi,0
β
(∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j
)
+ pi0(w
∑
i
xi,0 − y0)
+
∑
j
pij(w
∑
i
xi,j − yj) +
∑
i
σi(λi − xi,0 −
∑
j
xi,j)
+µ
(∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j −Dm
∑
i
λi
)
The KKT conditions give
∂L
∂xi,0
= βdi,0 + wpi0 + µdi,0 − σi − ξi,0 = 0, ∀i (110)
∂L
∂xi,j
= βdi,j + wpij + µdi,j − σi − ξi,j = 0, ∀i, j (111)
w
∑
i
xi,0 ≤ y0; w
∑
i
xi,j ≤ yj , ∀j (112)∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j ≤ Dm
∑
i
λi, (113)
xi,0 +
∑
j
xi,j = λi, ∀i;xi,0 ≥ 0, ∀i; xi,j ≥ 0, ∀i, j (114)
pi0 ≥ 0; pij ≥ 0, ∀j; µ ≥ 0; σi ≥ 0, ∀i (115)
ξi,0 ≥ 0, ∀i; ξi,j ≥ 0, ∀i, j (116)(
y0 − w
∑
i
xi,0
)
pi0 = 0;
(
yj − w
∑
i
xi,j
)
pij = 0,∀j (117)(
Dm
∑
i
λi −
∑
i
di,0xi,0 −
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j
)
µ = 0 (118)
xi,0ξi,0 = 0, ∀i; xi,jξi,j = 0, ∀i, j, (119)
where (110)-(111) are the stationary conditions, (112)-(114)
are the primal feasibility conditions, (115)-(116) are the dual
feasibility conditions, and (117)-(119) are complementary
slackness conditions. From (110)-(111), we have:
βdi,0 + wpi0 + µdi,0 − σi = ξi,0 ≥ 0, ∀i (120)
βdi,j + wpij + µdi,j − σi = ξi,j ≥ 0, ∀i, j (121)
From (119), if xi,0 ≥ 0, then ξi,0 = 0 and βdi,0 + wpi0 +
µdi,0−σi = 0. Thus,
(
βdi,0 +wpi0 +µdi,0−σi
)
xi,0 = 0, ∀i.
Similarly, we have
(
βdi,j +wpij +µdi,j −σi
)
xi,j = 0, ∀i, j.
On the other hand, assume
(
βdi,0 +wpi0 +µdi,0−σi
)
xi,0 =
0, ∀i. If xi,0 > 0, then βdi,0 + wpi0 + µdi,0 − σi = 0, which
implies ξi,0 = 0. Hence, xi,0ξi,0 = 0, ∀i. Similarly,
(
βdi,j +
wpij + µdi,j − σi
)
xi,j = 0, ∀i, j implies xi,jξi,j = 0, ∀i, j.
Therefore, it is easy to see that the KKT conditions (110)-
(119) and the set of constraints (46)-(50) are equivalent. It
is worth noting that we can directly use the set of KKT
conditions (110)-(119) to solve the subproblem, but it will
involve more variables (i.e., ξ0 and ξ) compared to solving the
subproblem with (46)-(50). Furthermore, the set of constraints
(46)-(50) can be informally and quickly obtained by using
duality in linear programming, without explicitly writing down
the Lagrangian and KKT conditions.
D. The Complete MILP Formulation for the Subproblem
By applying the Fortuny-Amat transformation [46] to every
complimentary constraint in the problem (45)-(53), we obtain
the equivalent MILP to the subproblem (37) as follows:
max
x,λ,pi0,pij ,µ,σi,u
β
{∑
i
di,0xi,0 +
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j
}
(122)
subject to
0 ≤ βdi,0 + wpi0 + µdi,0 − σi ≤ u0iM0i , ∀i (123)
0 ≤ xi,0 ≤ (1− u0i )M0i , ∀i (124)
0 ≤ βdi,j + wpij + µdi,j − σi ≤ u1i,jM1i,j , ∀i, j (125)
0 ≤ xi,j ≤ (1− u1i,j)M1i,j , ∀i, j (126)
0 ≤ y0 − w
∑
i
xi,0 ≤ u2M2 (127)
0 ≤ pi0 ≤ (1− u2)M2 (128)
0 ≤ yj − w
∑
i
xi,j ≤ u3jM3j , ∀j (129)
0 ≤ pij ≤ (1− u3j )M3j , ∀j (130)
0 ≤ Dm
∑
i
λi −
∑
i
di,0xi,0 −
∑
i,j
di,jxi,j ≤ u4M4 (131)
0 ≤ µ ≤ (1− u4)M4 (132)
u0i ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i; u1i,j ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j (133)
u2, u4 ∈ {0, 1}; u3j ∈ {0, 1} (134)
xi,0 +
∑
j
xi,j = λi, ∀i (135)
λi = λ
f
i + giλˆi, ∀i;
∑
i
ti ≤ Γ; ti ≤ 1, ∀i (136)
−ti + gi ≤ 0, ∀i; ti + gi ≥ 0, ∀i, (137)
where u represents the set of binary variables u0, u1, u2,
u3, u4. Also, M0i ,M
1
i,j ,M
2,M3j ,M
4,M5i are sufficiently
large numbers. The value of each M should be large enough
to ensure feasibility of the associated constraint. On the other
hand, the value of each M should not be too large to enhance
the computational speed of the solver. Indeed, the value of each
M should be tighten to the limits of parameters and variables
in the corresponding constraint. For instance, M0i needs to be
larger or equal to the maximum value of xi,0, which is λi.
Thus, M0i can be set to be a small number greater than λi.
Additionally, it is easy to see that, for the maximization
problem (122)–(137), gi should be nonnegative for every i to
maximize the objective function (see constraints (131), (135),
(136), (137)). Hence, we can simplify (136)-(137) as
λi = λ
f
i + tiλˆi, ∀i;
∑
i
ti ≤ Γ; 0 ≤ ti ≤ 1, ∀i. (138)
